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NFT Pussies is a platform where world-famous pornstars meet their fans 
directly. Our solution allows our Pussies club to deliver pleasure straight 
to their fans via direct messages, 1-on-1 video calls, and NFT tailor-made 
videos.

Our goal is to give fans a unique and exciting adult entertainment 
experience. To achieve this purpose we developed a platform powered by 
the $PUSSIES tokens that are used as fuel for the NFT Pussies ecosystem. 

It is important to note that each pornstar draws hundreds of thousands 
of fans from their social media to NFT Pussies. This will form a significant 
part of the NFT Pussies fanbase.  Currently, Pussies Club features 10 
world-famous pornstars, which have millions of followers combined. Both 
Web 2.0 and Web 3 fans will need to pay in $PUSSIES for those unique 
experiences. With our unique onboarding feature, Web 2.0 fans’ payments 
will be executed automatically in $PUSSIES on DEX in the background.

It is important to note that this section of our project relates to a very 
important aspect of our marketing strategy. Through Pussies girls’ social 
media accounts, they announce the NFT Pussies project to their fans.  
A lot more details will be shared with the fanbase of those girls during the 
development of the NFT Pussies project. This allows Pussies girls to find VIP 
fans and give them their love on the NFT Pussies platform.
 
Would you like to tip your Pussie girl for her performance?  
It‘s easy, just send her $PUSSIES to her Web3 wallet.

Introduction to  
NFT PUSSIES
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Because we cover basic human needs, and in a modern  
and yet unique way! Imagine the following possibilities:

Why will NFT PUSSIES  
be successful?

For the first time in history, you can actually own a photo or 
video of your dream porn actress. And you can be the sole 
owner in the world.

Everything is  powered by a PUSSIES token. Staking, vesting, 
burn and many more included. Just long term sustainable 
tokenomics!

Thanks to blockchain, the ownership of NFT is completely 
anonymous and secure, but who of us would not like to show 
off in front of his friends that he actually owns his own video 
with a well-known porn star. And that it has been created 
directly for him!

You can collect limited revealed collectible NFTs that you like 
or you can invest into Mystery boxes.

Mystery boxes hide NFTs with various rarity and use-cases as 
direct messages, 1v1 live video chats and even tailor made 
NFTs! Yes, you can be the director of NFTs of your favorite  
porn star!

Rare NFTs which include use cases will be appreciated in time and 
their resale on the Market place may generate further capital for the 
owner.
 
Rare NFTs that will be resold on the marketplace will be rechargeable, 
so you can directly buy NFTs which include the use case you are 
looking for.

In addition, the owner receives reflection in the form of PUSSIES tokens 
from every owned NFT. This will create a passive income for him.
 
Marketing is largely done by the actresses themselves as they want 
to promote NFT PUSSIES on their social networks - great hit in the 
target group of their followers. Realistically, it means millions of 
addressed people immediately with the first actresses. 

The success of the PUSSIES will be long-term thanks to a clear long-
term vision including a VR Gallery, NFT PUSSIES real life events and we 
also want to offer our gallery of NFTs in Metaverse worlds. 



10 highlights  
of NFT PUSSIES
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How does it work in practice?  
Pleasure in Mystery Boxes
Fans must find these NFT cards in Mystery Boxes first.  
Each girl packaged 500 Mystery Boxes in the first batch.

The Mystery Boxes feature erotic collectible cards with 4K photos 
and videos, with rarity-based options for unforgettable adult 
entertainment.

Unlock the mystery!
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UTILITY #1: Unforgettable Adult Experience

Chat with your favorite pornstar. She‘ll send  
you around 50 exciting and dirty messages.

1-on-1 video call just you and her! Get ready  
for 30 minutes of sweet and wild fun!

Imagine your dream girl making a cute  
porn video just for you. You will be her director.

A special VIP tier is coming

The NFT Pussies will come up with a top niche utility called “Meet Your 
Pussie ”. This special VIP NFT card will allow its holder to claim real-life 
meetings with his favorite Pussie girl.



A smooth connection to the Pussies girls is ensured by 
the NFT Pussies Booking System. This utility is subject to 
the time capacity of the Pussies girls.

How does it work  
in practice? 
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Booking System



UTILITY #1: NFT Recharge 

For those who want more from their Pussie, we offer „NFT 
Recharge“. Cards that have been used for an experience 
are labeled as „Depleted“ and cannot be used again 
until „NFT Recharge“. Simply recharge your card on the 
platform to restore it to its original utility and book the 
next fun.

UTILITY #2 NFT Merge

The NFT Merge feature will allow fans to merge 
multiple cards of the same tier to get a rarer tier. 
This will enable fans to get more pleasure from  
their collectibles.
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How does it work  
in practice? 



NFT Pussies  
Ecosystem

Web 3 & Web 2.0 Payment Solutions

Each Mystery Box is available individually or in packs of five, fifteen,  
or twenty-five. Both Web 2.0 and Web 3 fans who want to buy 
mystery boxes will need $PUSSIES.

With our unique onboarding feature, Web 2.0 fans can purchase 
mystery boxes automatically via background DEX executions. 
Moreover, a Web 3 wallet will be created for them, accessible via 
email in case they wish to take advantage of the Marketplace.

Marketplace

Also, there will be a secondary market where girls‘ NFTs can be 
purchased and sold. Our NFT Marketplace is an ideal place to do so. 
After connecting a Web3 wallet, you can easily access it. Fans can 
find NFT cards and Mystery Boxes here, from those who took them 
earlier.

The NFT Pussies ecosystem relies  
on the polygon blockchain
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Enjoy The Pussies



Pussies E-shop



SECURITY

Having a sense of detail and being committed to achieving  
a world-famous porn level, security is key. 

The $PUSSIES token and NFT Pussies platform have been developed 
by professionals. 

NFT ecosystem and $PUSSIES token is developed by a company 
with experienced blockchain developers with many successful 
product launches.

ANONYMITY

Someone may not feel comfortable with showing their bank their 
history of paying for adult content. Someone doesn‘t want their 
partner to see their adult content payments.

For those who don‘t want or don‘t know how to hide payments  
for numbers on the blockchain, we have a solution.

Security  
& Anonymity
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Market Survey
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What Makes NFT Pussies Unique? 

As the adult entertainment industry continues to grow, the 
number of personalized adult experiences has also increased. 
Aiming to meet this demand, we have partnered with world-
famous pornstars to launch an online venue that is professionally 
run and centered around the community.

How Do NFT Pussies Compare With Competition and 
OnlyFans?

Although there are other services that provide closer access 
to porn actors, we consider our Pussies Club to be very unique 
since our girls are world-famous pornstars. The fact that OF 
girls offer direct messaging, private calls, and even custom 
performance videos demonstrates that there is a market for 
these services. The unique aspect of NFT Pussies is that you 
will only find world-famous pornstars who provide all of these 
services under the umbrella of NFT Pussies. Moreover, finding this 
type of entertainment is easier since everything is in one place.



Pussies Club
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It is important to note that this section of our project relates to 
a very important aspect of our marketing strategy. Through 
Pussies girls’ social media accounts, they announce the NFT 
Pussies project to their fans.

A lot more details will be shared with the fanbase of those girls 
during the development of the NFT Pussies project. This allows 
Pussies girls to find VIP fans and give them their love on the 
NFT Pussies platform.

Would you like to tip your Pussie girl for her performance? It‘s 
easy, just send her $PUSSIES to her Web3 wallet.



Charlie Red Katy RoseAlexis Crystal
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Total Video Views Total Video Views Total Video Views

370 millions 64 millions 148 millions

333 000 followers

229 100 followers

TOP 1 % on Only Fans

150 000 followers

71 600 followers

86 000 followers

167 000 followers

Stacy Cruz

Total Video Views

186 millions

199 000 followers

195 000 followers

Pussies Club



Sofia Lee Leanne Lace
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Total Video Views Total Video Views

105 millions 15 millions

148 000 followers

215 000 followers

81 100 followers

33 300 followers

Rika FaneBarbara Bieber

Total Video ViewsTotal Video Views

35 millions190 millions

93 400 followers

Rising star

24 000 followers

12 200 followers

Pussies Club



Zuzu Sweet More to comeMarilyn Sugar
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Total Video Views Total Video ViewsTotal Video Views

190 millions xx millions106 millions

110 000 followers

58 000 followers

xx followers

xx followers

61 200 followers

71 800 followers

Pussies Club



PRIVATE TOKENS SOLDSEED TOKENS SOLDTokenomics 

Deflationary Economy
The $PUSSIES tokenomics was designed to suit our needs as well as be 
sustainable and deflationary. Thanks to the burning mechanism, its TOTAL 
SUPPLY decreases with every purchase of Mystery Box and NFT recharge. 
All of these will lower the $PUSSIES TOTAL SUPPLY. 

Sustainable Economy 
Moreover, every DEX swap includes a minor seller slippage fee, which goes 
as $USDC  (an underlying asset) directly back to DEX. As a result, the price 
of the $PUSSIES token will increase. Each credit card purchase results in the 
purchase of $PUSSIES through the same DEX pool. 

Treasury & Staking
By default, Treasury tokens are unlocked to the burning address. To 
finance additional marketing, new girls, new influencers, incentives, 
staking, CEX listings, or LP pairs on DEXs, it is possible to change the wallet 
where Treasury tokens are being released in accordance with the vesting 
schedule.
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$PUSSIES is needed for 
• Mystery box purchases
• NFT Pussies Marketplace currency
• NFT Recharge
• Development and marketing funding
• Boosting the DEX pool
• Treasury & Staking
• Giving tips to girls

$PUSSIES is burned for
• Mystery Box purchase from eshop
• NFT recharge
• Unlocking Treasury Vesting (by default)
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Where to Buy $PUSSIES?

Here

$PUSSIES is ERC-20 token based on POLYGON.

0xbe1542e3fCAaFc474e9850C4526468f5c974A13F

Tokenomics 



Product roadmap
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Founder

Co-Founder Katy RoseBlockczech

Founder Co-Founder
FT

JZ KRBC

OK BH

Over 10 years of experience in the investment 
sector.
 
Managing a 35-person engineering company 
since 2018. 
 
Real estate purchases and sales, both abroad 
and in the Czech Republic, as well as trading 
and investment in cryptocurrencies.

Over 10 years of experience in graphic design 
and the development of corporate identities.

Project management experience in several 
start-up companies.

Marketing experience as a marketing 
manager of a television marketing company.

In the adult entertainment industry for over 
10 years, she has deep connections with the 
future Pussies Club girls and the world of porn.

Project manager on her way to travel the 
world.

Experienced blockchain developers with many 
successful product launches.

BlockCzech is an international engineering 
team that builds Web3 solutions

They provide a customizable NFT marketplace, 
DeFi, and DAO integration as a service for 
the games/esports/fashion companies and 
individual entrepreneurs. 

Over 10 years of experience in the investment 
business, financial sector, and real estate.

Engaging in cryptocurrencies, investments, 
technologies, and mining since 2017.

Experience in project management and 
project financing.

Specialization in project management.

Over 10 years of experience in IT management 
and marketing projects. 

Experience in the management of teams 
having more than 30 people.

Business Developer

Graphic Design Porn Business Advisor  
& Ambassador

Delegeted Blockchain 
Development

CEO & Business Developer Project Manager

Core Team
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The information contained in this document may be change or may be 
updated and should not be interpreted as an obligation, promise or a 
guarantee by NFT PUSSIES HOLDING LTD., NFT PUSSIES team, or any other 
person or organisation (hereinafter the “NFT PUSSIES Team”) listed in this 
document. 

This document does not constitute an offer to enter into a contract. It 
does not constitute, does not form a part and should not be interpreted 
as an offer to buy stakes, securities, tokens, etc. The NFT PUSSIES Team 
expressly disclaims any and all liability for any direct or indirect loss, 
or damage of any kind arising directly or indirectly from relying on any 
information contained herein. In addition, the NFT PUSSIES Team expressly 
disclaims any and all liability for errors, omissions or inaccuracies in any 
information contained in this document, and for any subsequent acts 
and actions arising from them. 

USA, Singapore, and PRC disclaimer securities! We also plan to place 
$PUSSIES tokens on exchanges, giving people the opportunity to buy 
them openly (for residents of countries where the purchase of tokens 
does not violate local laws), gain access to new products, or sell them 
to interested traders, analysts, or investment funds. Tokens cannot be 
sold to residents of the USA, Singapore, PRC, or other countries where 
the sale of tokens may require registration as a security. Legislation 
on the circulation of securities in certain countries, such as the USA, 
Singapore, and PRC prohibits the sale of $PUSSIES tokens to the residents 
of those countries. When you buy $PUSSIES tokens, you should be aware 

of the restrictions on their subsequent sale and promise to follow our 
instructions and/or those of the exchange when reselling them to other 
users.

This Whitepaper is not a purchase recommendation or financial advice, 
it is purely informative. Any investment involves risks, including but not 
limited to currency volatility, insufficient liquidity and potential complete 
loss of investment. Investors should take due care with the help of 
professional financial, legal and tax experts in respect of the topics 
discussed in this document and make their own judgment before making 
any investment decision. 

We prepared all information contained herein from sources that we see 
as accurate and reliable. However, this information is presented without 
warranty of any kind – be it expressed or implied. All market prices, data 
and other information are not guaranteed to be complete or accurate. 
They are based on selected data from the public market, they reflect 
prevailing conditions and our view of the topic at the time and therefore 
they may change without notice. Charts, tables and other visual aids are 
provided solely for information purposes. 

Any projections, prognoses and estimates contained in this document 
are purely speculative and are based on certain assumptions. These 
future declarations may prove to be erroneous and may be affected  
by inaccurate assumptions or known or unknown risks, uncertainties  
and other factors most of which cannot be influenced. 

Disclaimer
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